
 Online Casino Guide for Beginners –
how to play for real money and win

Step 1: Find the Best Online Casino 

Online casino play, unsurprisingly, continues to attract attention. With a lot of bonuses and games provided, beginners might get lost and make a bad decision when it 
comes to choosing an operator. That's why in the following lines we've outlined the steps needed to know when choosing an online operator!
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To register with the best operator, there are certain things you need to look at. With so many casino 
possibilities and perks, every player needs to outline fundamentals which he considers as most important. 

Having said that, here are the main criteria for choosing the best online casino:

  Game Variety
 
  Available Bonuses

  Reliable Mobile Version

  Fast Interface

  Safe and Legal Gambling

  Payment Methods Variety

Those are just some of the factors which beginners can look into. However, registering with an online 
casino is also important!

Step 2: Register at the Online Casino
Registering with a new online casino is the first step needed to experience the world of online gambling 
and you should note that there are certain things which have to be aware of. First thing is to follow the 
necessary steps of the whole process and confirm the registering of your account.

Another equally important thing is to confirm your payment method and provide the casino with the 
needed verification documents. You will be asked to provide the operator almost immediately after 
registering with a valid proof of ID and most often with a utility bill from the past couple of months. Once 
that is done, you can deposit funds and below you can see how this can happen! 

Step 3: Deposit and Claim Your Welcome Bonus
The importance of deposit methods at online casinos has gained big popularity with the increasing variety 
of financial methods. Offering only the most wide-spread services isn't enough in today's gambling 
market and online casinos seem to be aware of that and have taken that in consideration for their financial 
policy. 
However, regardless of all customer preferences, there are financial services which are more used than 
others. Fast transactions, combined with low costs, are the main factors players look at when opting to 
use a new deposit method. Having that in mind, below are the 5 most way of money transfers: 

  PayPal

  Skrill

  Visa/Credit

  Paysafecard

  Trustly

Although these payment methods are most preferred, they have certain characteristics you should be 
aware of. First of all the transaction costs that might occur are either a fixed amount or a percentage of 
your deposit amount. Second, the timeframe might be different depending on the operator.

Another thing worth mentioning is that certain deposit methods might not qualify for welcome 
bonuses. What we mean by that is that there may be exceptions which are specifically mentioned in the 
bonus terms and conditions, so make sure to check them out beforehand! 

Tip:   Some of the best slot sites actually o�er games with higher
   RTP.

Tip:   For fast withdrawals, most UK players choose PayPal
   casino sites.

Step 4: Play, Have Fun & Win
The next step in our online casino beginner's guide is the games that you can play. As earlier mentioned, 
you have a lot of options to choose from as operators make sure to please as many players as possible. 
Once you get to explore game selections, you'll see that slots are most common due to their easy rules 
and high-quality graphics, making them the most preferred choice for players. 

Below we've added the most played and loved games by players with their respective return-to-player 
rates and simple tips:

Step 5: Withdraw Your Winnings
Cashing out is also of high importance. Similar to deposits, fund withdrawals are also something you 
should look into because online casino operators have another set of terms and conditions which you need 
to be properly be acquainted with. Stay with us as we'll explain the most important things you should 
know!

Here again, you have to be aware of transaction times as they can usually be anywhere between 1-5 
working days. It's not impossible to come across instant withdrawals which can be expected from 
e-wallets and other modern financial services. However, even here you need to keep in mind the time 
needed from the casino to verify your ID and approve the withdrawal.

Another thing you should know is that you can track your transactions from the cashier section located 
in your account panel. By knowing in what timeframe you can expect your funds and monitoring the 
progress of your withdrawal, you'll be able to know when to expect your funds!

Place low-risk bets

Know when to hit and 
stand

Be aware of the 
paytable

Register and verify your account.

94,74 % - 98,65 % 

99,33 % - 99,92 % 

74,9 % - 99 %

Top 10 Casino Tips for Beginners
Last, in our online casino guide, we have a list of the top 10 tips, based on our own experience. Make sure to check them out as most they 
can be helpful for your gameplay as well!

Explore the game selections beforehand.

See if any of your favourite games have been added.

Choose wisely your welcome bonus.

Always go through the available bonus T&C.

See what payment methods have been added.

Explore the VIP clubs for additional perks.

Check if your desired operator is legal and safe.

Read additional reviews if you hesitate to pick an online casino.

Always have fun and bet amounts you can afford to lose.

A bit of good advice for this section would be to always be aware of the full set of rules of each game.

Tip:    For the top deal, check our latest list of the best casino bonus
   o�ers in the UK.

Casino Game
 

Payout Rate How to Win

Tip:   You can do this from your phone if you pick one of the
   top mobile casino platforms.

Tip:   To save time from research, use our latest ranking of the 
   best online casinos in the UK.
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